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Key Features
• Switching

• Format conversion

• Scaling

• Compression

• Storage and playback

• Display

• Processing

Applications
• Manned and unmanned vehicles

• Ground vehicle and airborne 
platforms

• Aerospace and defense video 
systems

Overview
A growing challenge for system integrators is getting the most 
effective use out of the proliferating number of deployed cameras 
and displays without adding weight and taking up space, in an 
already constrained environment. Device interoperability, harsh 
environmental conditions, and rigorous qualification testing add to 
this challenge. While the obstacles can be daunting, choosing the 
right video management solution can reduce risk, time to market, 
and program cost. 

Displays with ever increasing inputs, digital and analog switching, and 
recording equipment that can handle all of today’s image formats are 
absolutely necessary components of a modern Video Management 
System (VMS). High quality format conversion that offers an image 
in the correct format required by a system, with minimal impact on 
the image quality, is also essential. In addition, high definition video 
recording is important for training, debrief or evidential purposes.  

With a portfolio of building blocks that leverage decades of experience 
in rugged video system design and development, Curtiss-Wright’s 
video management products help you carry more, go further, and stay 
in the mission longer while reducing integration headaches between 
legacy and new video equipment. The use of off-the-shelf systems 
that have been pre-qualified to military standards of ruggedization, 
as well as working with a proven, trusted leader that can provide the 
necessary expertise to ensure system interoperability, significantly 
reduces time to market, risk, and program cost.

Designed for users of modern, multi-sensor systems typically used 
on an airborne or ground surveillance platform, a Curtiss-Wright 
VMS reduces cabling, redundant equipment, and operator overhead.  
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Figure 1: Video management system
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Video Distribution
At the heart of the Curtiss-Wright VMS is a switch that acts 
as a Video Distribution Unit (VDU) and a central hub for video 
sources. In doing so, it minimizes system cabling and cost 
by decreasing the large number of interconnects between 
video sources, displays, and video recorders, resulting in a 
single cable between the video source and the VDU, and a 
single cable between the VDU and display.

The RVG product family provides a set of stackable video 
management building blocks that can be assembled to form 
a complete VDU for platforms where space is at a premium. 
With common enclosure design, power supply, and control, 
the RVG products can be combined to provide a customized 
solution to support a range of different applications.

Switching
The VDU can comprise of both an analog and digital 
switches designed to be flexible, rugged, and size, weight, 
and power (SWaP)-optimized. The RVG-SD1 (digital) and 
RVG-SA1 (analog) are amongst the smallest fully ruggedized 
video switches available in the market. Both of the switches 
implement crossbar functionality. The analog switch (SA1) 
has 12 analog video inputs that can be routed to any of the 
12 outputs, giving operators the ability to view different 
sources on their displays without impacting any other 
operators’ imagery or video that has been selected for 
downlink or recording, enabling a “fire and forget” switch 
scenario.

RVG-SA1 Analog Switch Key Features
• Non-blocking, analog video cross point switch, 12 x 12

• Up to 4 x RGBHV external video ports

• 4 x EDID ports to support computer inputs

• Max resolution 1920 x 1080 @ 60 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 60 Hz 

Figure 3: RVG-SD1 Digital Video Switch

Figure 2: RVG-SA1 Analog Video Switch

RVG-SD1 Digital Switch Key Features
• 3G digital video switch

• 8 individually configurable I/O ports

• 3G, HD, and SD-SDI compatible

• Non-blocking (1 input to any/all outputs)

Through the use of a command line such as RS-232/422, 
both the RVG-SA1 and SD1 can be controlled on the fly by 
direct link. Additionally, through the use of CAN bus protocol, 
multiple displays can send instructions to multiple switches, 
allowing the routing of video to multiple locations.
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Processing
An alternative to using a switch as the primary video 
distribution device, the RVG-MS1 Multi-Sensor Video 
Gateway provides a low latency video processing and 
distribution system that enables the operator to select from 
a range of operational views, with the touch of a button or 
via an on-screen graphical user interface (GUI).  The range 
of image configuration options include flexible picture in 
picture (PiP) and window overlays, while video streaming 
and blending capabilities provide additional end-user 
functionality. Furthermore, the RVG-MS1 acts as an Ethernet 
gateway, facilitating streaming video off platforms utilizing 
the latest vehicle architectures, such as VICTORY or GVA.

RVG-MS1 Multi-Sensor Video Gateway 
Key Features
• Low latency

• 20 x 3G-SDI, 4 x analog, and 1 x HDMI inputs

• 16 x 3G-SDI, 2 x TV analog, and 2 x H.264 outputs

• Windowing, PiP, and overlays

• 2 x Video streaming

Figure 4: RVG-MS1 Multi-Sensor Video Gateway

Figure 5: RVG-FC1 Format Converter

Figure 6: RVG-VM1 Video Multiplexer

Configuration
In addition to video processing, distribution, and format 
conversion, the RVG family includes a video multiplexer 
(RVG-VM1) that eases and speeds the configuration of a 
platform’s complex video management system.  With its 
built-in quad-channel video multiplexer and support for a 
wide array of analog and digital video input formats, the RVG-
VM1 greatly simplifies defining video display configurations 
that match the operator’s unique mission requirements. 
Highly flexible, the RVG-VM1 supports four fully independent 
inputs that scale and frame rate convert in any aspect ratio 
either maintaining the aspect ratio, stretching, or clipping 
the video to fit the output format window selected by the 
operator. Accepting a wide range of analog and digital video 
input formats, the RVG-VM1 provides quad, triple, dual, or 
single views of the input signals to a similarly wide range of 
view output formats.

RVG-VM1 Video Multiplexer Key Features
• 4 input video multiplexer

• Tri-rate SDI, DVI, RGB, PAL, and NTSC compatible

• 3G, HD, and SD-SDI compatible

• Scaling and rate conversion

• Quad, triple, dual, or single view output

Format Conversion
The RVG-FC1 format converter is the smallest, most rugged 
device in its class, and provides a flexible building block 
capable of converting between a range of video formats 
and resolutions (15 different formats and resolutions are 
supported). Supporting two independent channels of video 
conversion and accepting a wide range of analog and 
digital input formats, the RVG-FC1 scales and rate converts 
the input signals to a similarly wide range of video output 
formats, enabling complex and scalable solutions to be built 
easily and quickly.

RVG-FC1 Format Converter Key Features
• Dual (independent) channel format converter

• 2 x I/O (SDI, DVI, VGA, PAL, NTSC, RGsB)

• 3G, HD, and SD-SDI Compatible

• Supports scaling and rate conversion
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Displays
The VDU can be seamlessly integrated with any Curtiss-
Wright display or recorder. The complete line of Advanced 
Video Display Units (AVDU) range in size from 10.4” to 21.5” 
and resolutions of 1024x768 to 1920x1080, ensuring that 
they will fit in even the most SWaP-constrained platforms 
and spaces while providing the highest resolution available 
from the sensor. With multiple control inputs including 
Ethernet, CANbus, RS-232/422, and USB, and the most 
widely used video interfaces including HD-SDI, VGA, and 
composite video, the AVDU offers maximum flexibility to 
system integrators while being interoperable with the latest 
turret and downlink solutions on the market.

Additionally, the Curtiss-Wright display portfolio includes 
the SVDU (DVI input displays from 7” to 21.5”), GVDU 
(GVA/VICTORY ready displays available in 10.4”, 12.1”, and 
15.6”), and RVDU (7” rear-view reversing camera displays) 
product lines.

Display Key Features
• High brightness and advanced optical stack provide 

anytime readability

• Night vision compatibility

• Full touchscreen capability (with optional PCAP 
technology)

• Multiple video inputs and operator views

• Highly configurable and field upgradeable 

Recording
The SWaP-optimized VRDV7000 video recorder is designed 
for capturing mission video in demanding environments, 
including HD video from the leading EO sensor systems. This 
high-performance video recorder delivers industry-leading, 
broadcast-quality H.264 recording onto CompactFlash 
cards, providing multiple hours of full quality recording.

With support for HD-SDI digital video standard, two 
SDSDI/HD-SDI/3G-SDI video inputs, and two outputs, the 
VRDV7000 supports video resolutions up to 1080p at 60 Hz, 
with a maximum frame rate of 30 fps for each channel. 

Recording Key Features
• Support for SDI (SD/HD/3G), CVBS/S-Video, RGsB, and 

RGBHV video

• Simultaneous recording of up to two channels of video 
and two channels of stereo audio

• Simultaneous playback while recording

• SD card and USB flash drive for removable storage

• DZUS mounting for aircraft control panels

• Metadata support for accurate time synchronization and 
data search and retrieval

• Supports overlay of text on playback of recorded video

• Controllable from the front panel, from Curtiss-Wright’s 
family of rugged displays, or via Ethernet

Figure 8: VRDV7000 Video RecorderFigure 7: AVDU and GVDU Rugged Mission Displays
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VMS Ordering Information TABLE 1

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

AVDU Displays

AVDU2615-000 10.4" 4:3 Display

AVDU3015-000 12.1" Widescreen Display

AVDU3615-000 14.1" Widescreen Display

AVDU4315-000 17.3" Widescreen Display

AVDU5515-000 21.5" Widescreen Display

SVDU Displays

SVDU1800-000 7" 16:9 Mission Display

SVDU2600-000 10.4" 4:3 Mission Display

SVDU3000-000 12.1" 16:10 Mission Display

SVDU3600-000 14.1" 16:10 Mission Display

SVDU4310-000 17.3" 16:9 Mission Display

SVDU5500-000 21.5" 16:9 Mission Display

GVDU Displays

GVDU2600-000 10.4” GVA/VICTORY Ready Display

GVDU3000-000 12.1” GVA/VICTORY Ready Display

GVDU4000-000 15.6” GVA/VICTORY Ready Display

RVDU Displays RVDU1800-000 7” 4:3 Mission Display

Distribution

RVG-SA1-0000 12x12 Analog Video Crosspoint Switch

RVG-SD1-0000 Digital Video Crosspoint Switch: SD/HD/3G-SDI

RVG-FC1-0000 2 Channel Format Converter

RVG-MS1-0000 Multi-sensor Video Gateway

RVG-VM1-0000 4 Channel Video Multiplexer

Recording VRDV7000-000 HD Dual-channel Video Recorder - with VMS support

Ordering Information
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